Nasc is like sunshine in this darkness world.
Each person in Nasc gives us kindness,
happiness, and love by supporting every
mum and every woman that needs help and
guide them to achieve their success. In one
word, Nasc is our second home.

FADYA, SYRIA
Gateway Women's Project participant

Testimonials
"I just have simple words that I want to say. I extend my thanks and appreciation to everyone who
opened this field of education and your efforts, and special thanks to my teacher. If I reached this
stage, this is thanks to her and thanks to her efforts" Ikbal
"Nasc is my second home, and my second family... it's a source of strength and great hope for selfrealization. She has the great merit in helping us and overcoming many difficulties. Thank you from
the heart." Saba
"I thank you very much. I thank the principal and teacher for everything she does for us in order to
learn English. You are wonderful people. I love you a lot, and I pray to God to protect you." Wafaa
"There are things in life that words alone cannot express like our thankfulness to all of Nasc team and
their constant support. Thank you so much for everything. I feel honored to know you." Fedaa
"Many thanks to you and to your efforts. The words will not express my gratitude and appreciation of
your continuous support to empower the migrant and vulnerable women in Ireland. I wish you all the
best..." S
"I would like to thank Nasc for offering too much help for the migrant women and families, like the
English classes and much more" Aisha
I would love to thank Nasc for making my life easier in many ways like improve my English, meet
new people and fill out my time. Thank you for supporting us. Shadiya
When I didn't know my destination, these classes are the hands that stretched out to help me and still
guide me to know my way.” Hayat
"From the beginning I was looking for a place where my level of English would improve, but the
courses were very short and for a few hours and that made my level of English not to improve; then
one day I read about the Gateway project and decided to apply. I received an email that said there was
no space although if I wanted to take the course they would take me into account later without
hesitation and it wasn’t long till they told me I could attend the classes.
I felt very happy since I had a chance to improve my English and I decided to start the classes in
Gateway woman project and my English language has improved greatly. Before taking the my friends
used to translate English to me but now I understand clearly. Thanks to my teachers and to the
volunteers now I can proudly say my English has improved greatly to the point that I have friends who
speak English and it is easy for me to express myself in English. Before taking the classes it was very
difficult for me to do so. Being in this group hasn’t only helped me improve English but also helped in
some other sectors of my life received a lot of training in different things. I have participated in
different events and occasions... I will always be grateful to Claire and all the staff of teachers and
volunteers and sponsors who make this project possible." Maritza
“Being part of the Nasc group is a wonderful thing as it was able to improve my language and to know
how to communicate with people.” Fatouma

